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Abstract

Modern content-based image retrieval systems demon-
strate rather good performance in identifying visually simi-
lar artworks. However, this task becomes more challeng-
ing when art history specialists aim to refine the list of
similar artworks based on their criteria, thus we need to
train the model to reproduce this refinement. In this pa-
per, we propose an approach for improving the list of sim-
ilar paintings according to specific simulated criteria. By
this approach, we retrieve paintings similar to a request im-
age using ResNet50 model and ANNOY algorithm. Then,
we simulate re-ranking based on the two criteria, and use
the re-ranked lists for training LambdaMART model. Fi-
nally, we demonstrate that the trained model reproduces
the re-ranking for the query painting by the specific crite-
ria. We plan to use the proposed approach for reproducing
re-rankings made by art history specialists, when this data
will be collected.

1. Introduction
In recent years, a large amount of visual art collections

has become available thanks to the digitalization of the big
museums’ and art galleries’ collections. Among them are
collections from the Metropolitan Museum of Art, which
consists of more than 490k images from more than 224k
classes, Images D’Art with around 500k works from French
museums, the National Gallery of Art [19] with collec-
tion of more than 150k paintings, sculpture, decorative arts,
photographs, prints, drawings and others. A list of exist-
ing artwork datasets can be found in the review of She
and Cetinic [28] with comments about the size of collec-
tions and specific tasks for which datasets were designed or
most often used. The large number of digitized artworks let
researchers implement for analyzing these collections ap-
proaches based on Deep Neural Networks (DNN), which
are commonly used in computer vision tasks. Art history
specialists could be very interested in automated tools for

searching connections between different artworks because
a manual approach could be very time-consuming, and also
sometimes using automated search lets find hidden connec-
tions in big art painting collections. A variety of approaches
was proposed last years, a lot of them use deep learning
models pre-trained on big photographic datasets for feature
extraction and then use these features in art paintings classi-
fication or art retrieval tasks. The problem is that these mod-
els are trained to search for generalized visual similarity of
the paintings, but very often experts can have their own cri-
teria of similarity and their opinions can differ among dif-
ferent groups of specialists, such as art history specialists
and semioticians for example. According to this, the same
list of objects proposed by art retrieval system can be eval-
uated as very relevant to one group of specialists and less
relevant to another. It is interesting to find a way to take
into account the experts’ criteria, which can improve art re-
trieval results according to these criteria. This task is rather
common for information retrieval problem, and details of
using deep learning for content-based image retrieval tasks
can be found in the survey of Wei Chen et al. [5].

The main idea of our work is to find a way to refine the
list of retrieved similar paintings according to the specific
criteria of art history specialists or regular museum visitors.
Possibly, this approach can reduce the so-called “intention
gap” between the users’ desired results and the actual re-
trieval outcomes. When the criteria are rather obvious, such
as texture similarity, for example, the re-ranking task can be
accomplished by the machine based on the calculated char-
acteristics of each painting. However, when an expert has
specific preferences or wishes to retrieve paintings based on
more complex criteria, such as composition similarity for
example, the automatic re-ranking possibilities are limited
because such criteria cannot be easily formalized for auto-
mated tools. Nonetheless, we can train a model to mimic
expert behaviour through a supervised learning approach,
utilizing a training dataset consisting of previously collected
expert re-rankings. In this regard, we propose to train the
Learning To Rank (LTR) model based on a simulated ex-
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pert criterion training dataset. To the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first attempt at using LTR models in the art
retrieval task.

This work is a part of a interdisciplinary project that in-
volves the participation of specialists in computer vision
and art history.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with
related works. The proposed approach is presented in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 describes the datasets used, shows the ex-
perimental setup, and the results obtained. Section 5 con-
cludes the paper and outlines directions for further research
on the topic.

2. Related works

There are two lines of previous studies related to our
work: the research on the study of art retrieval approaches
and LTR models.

2.1. Art retrieval

Fine art retrieval task can be formulated as the prob-
lem of finding list of images of fine art objects from art
dataset which are similar to the query image. Paintings can
be considered as similar not only in terms of visual simi-
larity but also can be stylistically or semantically similar.
To obtain a representation of the image in latent space, we
need to extract the features of the image. One of the most
popular approaches is using pre-trained DNN for feature
extraction, among these networks, the best-performing are
DenseNet [14] and ResNet50 [13].

One of the first works in which DNN were used for
artworks retrieval was introduced by Crowley and Zisser-
man [6], authors proposed utilize object classifiers learned
using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) features from
natural images to retrieve paintings containing searched ob-
ject. Feature vectors were generated using CNN, and then
classifiers were trained with a Linear-SVM. Later the va-
riety of approaches were proposed which were focused on
visual [4, 27, 29] and content similarity [18], visual recog-
nition of a style [11, 7, 32], and other criteria, among
them, composition similarity [20, 21] and the pose similar-
ity [30, 16, 26].

Last years, there has been a growing interest in studying
multi-modal retrieval approaches. Garcia and Vogiatzis [10]
addressed semantic art understanding as a multi-model re-
trieval task, where relevant images (texts) are retrieved
based on the input artistic text (or image). Garcia et al. [9]
extracted visual features using fine-tuned ResNet50 net-
work, these visual features were enhanced with contex-
tual data. The authors proposed two models which were
evaluated in classification and art retrieval tasks. Yankun
et al. [34] used approach based on generative model for
multi-modal retrieval. Their method relies on generating

synthetic images generated with Stable Diffusion and com-
puting CLIP [24] image embeddings to obtain content and
style embeddings of paintings in content and style spaces.
Efthymiou et al. [8] proposed the multimodal architec-
ture, which consists of Graph Neural Networks and Con-
volutional Neural Networks. These networks were jointly
trained on visual and semantic artistic representations. Yang
et al. [36] proposed adaptive multi-task learning method
that weights multiple loss functions based on Lagrange mul-
tiplier strategy. The authors simultaneously learned multi-
ple objectives and evaluated their model on art classification
and art retrieval problems.

All of these approaches either focus on generalized art-
works retrieval based on features extracted using DNN or
on more specific criteria, such as style, pose, composition
similarity, or their combination. For the first group, it is not
possible to consider specific preferences of experts. For the
second group, it is possible to choose desired criteria for art
retrieval, but these criteria must be fixed in advance, and
the model needs to be trained accordingly. In such cases,
adding or changing criteria without retraining the model is
not feasible. Retraining the model can be time-consuming
due to the requirement of large datasets when using these
models.

Our approach differs because we train the DNN on a
large artistic dataset only once, and then we aim to train
LTR models to learn specific experts’ criteria using rela-
tively small datasets constructed based on the experts’ rel-
evance evaluation of previously selected similar paintings.
In this paper, we did not use experts’ re-ranking, instead,
for training we used datasets which are constructed on sim-
ulated re-rankings using two selected criteria.

2.2. Learning-to-rank problem

LTR is a class of machine learning algorithms, typically
supervised, that is applied to solve the ranking problem in
information retrieval (IR) task. LTR is a technique used
to re-rank the highest N obtained objects (documents or
images) by utilizing trained machine learning models. To
perform LTR, a dataset with training data should consist
of queries, lists of found similar objects, and the relevance
scores of these objects. LTR is commonly employed to im-
prove retrieved results based on user preferences. The LTR
task differs from classification and regression tasks. In a
classification problem, we aim to predict labels of objects,
while in a regression problem we aim to predict a contin-
uous value based on the input variables. However, in the
LTR problem the goal is to sort the list of objects according
to their relevance to the query object such as the most rele-
vant objects are in the top of the list. Therefore, in the LTR
problem the primary focus lies in the relevance order of the
objects rather than their individual scores of similarities to
the query object.



According to [31] the LTR task can be formally defined
in the following way. The training data contains a set of
queries Q, for a single query q ∈ Q we have a list of similar
objects Sq = {sq1, s

q
2, . . . , s

q
N}, each object of Sq is pre-

sented as a vector of features. And for the query q we have
a list of relevance scores Rq = {rq1, r

q
2, . . . , r

q
N}, where rqi

is the relevance score for sqi . Thus the training data is rep-
resented as

T = {(Sq, Rq) | q ∈ Q}.

The goal is to train the ranking model f(Sq) to predict for
a query q the relevance scores for similar objects. Further,
we omit superscript q for conciseness.

The existing LTR approaches can be divided in 3 main
groups according to used loss function: the pointwise, pair-
wise and listwise approaches.

In the pointwise approach we evaluate the similarity of
query and similar objects one object at a time. The meth-
ods in this group train classification or regression models to
predict the relevance score of similarity for each individual
object compared to the query object. Classification methods
are trained to define for the similar object the class to which
this object belongs, for example “very similar”, “similar”,
“dissimilar”. Regression methods are trained to predict sim-
ilar function values for similar objects. The model learns a
function that for given query-object produces the relevance
score for the pair of query-similar object. The loss function
measures the accuracy of the prediction for each single ob-
ject compared to the ground truth label. The final ranking is
obtained by sorting the result list based on the scores of sim-
ilar objects. For the pointwise approach, the score for each
object is independent of the other objects, and as the result
the position of an object in final ranking is invisible to its
loss function. For the pointwise LTR approach, all standard
classification and regression algorithms can be used.

In the pairwise approach, a pair of objects is evaluated
at a time. The algorithms of this group aim to determine
the optimal order for each pair. The loss function only con-
siders the relative order between two objects, and the al-
gorithms attempt to minimize the number of cases where
the pair of results are in the wrong order compared to the
ground truth. Therefore, the loss function minimizes the
number of inversions in the ranking. In practice, pairwise
approaches usually outperform pointwise approaches.

In the listwise approach, the entire list of all ranked ob-
jects is considered, and a listwise loss is computed. The
ranked lists of objects are treated as instances, and a ranking
function is trained through the minimization of a listwise
loss function defined on the predicted list and the ground
truth list [35]. Algorithms in this group are more com-
plex and computationally costly than pointwise and pair-
wise approaches, but the listwise approach allows for solv-
ing ranking problems in a more natural way. Generally, the
listwise approach outperforms pointwise and pairwise ap-

Figure 1. Existing LTR approaches: pointwise, pairwise, listwise.

proaches [3]. Fig. 1 illustrates the three different approaches
that can be used for art paintings re-ranking.

The commonly used measures for evaluation of trained
LTR models are Mean Average Precision (MAP), Normal-
ized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), and Mean Re-
ciprocal Rank (MRR). MAP considers the number of rel-
evant objects in the ordered list, making it useful in tasks
with binary relevance, where objects are considered either
relevant (score 1) or irrelevant (score 0), NDCG assigns
higher weights to objects at the top of the ordered list com-
pared to those at the bottom. MRR only takes into account
the position of the first relevant object. For our purpose,
the most useful measure is NDCG since we want to evalu-
ate how well the model learned to re-rank the given list of
similar objects according to expert’s criteria. The value of
NDCG measure is calculated as follows:

NDCG@n =
DCG@n

maxDCG@n
,

where DCG@n =
∑n

i=1
2reli−1
log2(i+1) , reli — is the relevance

score of object number i in the ordered list, maxDCG@n
— DCG of the list with the objects ranked in the most rel-
evant order, the notation NDCG@n means that only n top
objects are taken in consideration.

Fig. 2 illustrates the calculated values of the NDCG mea-
sure for two different rankings. The ground truth ranking is
the expert’s ranking, and the most relevant object has the
relevance score 2 in this ranking. The paintings in the rank-
ings 1 and 2 are sorted by their relevance to the query paint-
ing according to each of these rankings. The value on the
right side of the painting indicates the relevance score of
this painting in the ground truth ranking. The NDCG mea-
sure lets define which of two rankings is the most similar to
the ground truth expert’s ranking.

Most of the recently proposed LTR algorithms are based
on using neural networks, but despite the impressive per-
formance of neural network models in a variety of other
machine learning tasks, such as computer vision and nat-
ural language processing, their effectiveness in traditional
LTR problems has yet to gain widespread recognition. Qin
et al. [23] showed that gradient-boosted decision trees out-



Figure 2. Calculated NDCG metrics for two rankings, expert’s
ranking is the ranking with objects ranked in the most relevant
order according to the expert’s criterion, 2, 1, 0 — the relevance
scores reli in the ground truth ranking.

perform other approaches for the LTR problem. Accord-
ing to [23] a classic LambdaMART algorithm [33] im-
plemented within a LightGBM1 library [17] outperformed
recent neural ranking algorithms and a version of Lamb-
daMART implemented in a RankLib2 library, by a large
margin. In a recent paper Osman and Eman [15] showed
that their neural ranking algorithm outperforms Lamb-
daMART, but it was not mentioned with what implemen-
tation of LamdaMART LightGBM or a weaker RankLib it
was compared. A comprehensive survey of neural ranking
models can be found in [12]. Anyway, LambdaMART still
stays one of the state-of-the-art algorithms in LTR tasks,
especially in tasks with small datasets and hand-crafted
features. Models based on neural networks require a big
amount of training data, which is not possible in our case,
because only a small number of experts will participate to
the re-ranking task, so among all the models LambdaMART
was chosen, because we need a model which will not overfit
on a small dataset.

LambdaMART is the boosted tree version of Lamb-
daRank, which is based on RankNet. Typically, the
RankNet algorithm is based on neural networks, but it is
possible to use any underlying model for which the output
of the model is a differentiable function of the model pa-
rameters [2].

LambdaMART combines Multiple Additive Regression
Trees (MART) and LambdaRank and this algorithm is
based on a gradient boosting for combining an ensemble
of weak prediction models into a single prediction. On each
training iteration of gradient boosting a cost function de-
rived from LambdaRank is performed.

1https://github.com/microsoft/LightGBM
2https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib

3. Methodological approach
3.1. Proposed pipeline to re-ranking

LTR is a supervised approach, so we need experts’ re-
rankings to train the chosen LTR model. Expert annota-
tions are expensive and time-consuming, and at this stage
of the project, it was decided to verify whether the pro-
posed approach works and can be used when we collect
re-rankings made by experts. Therefore, in this paper, we
propose to fully simulate expert interactions with retrieved
lists of similar paintings using two different criteria: colour
palette similarity and similarity according to objects found
in the paintings.

To train the LTR model, we constructed the dataset in the
following way. For every query painting, we found a list of
N = 15 similar paintings (N was chosen empirically), then
re-ranked this list based on the selected criterion. Objects
in the re-ranked list were ordered according to their rele-
vance scores. For each similar painting, the relevance score
was calculated based on the distance from the query paint-
ing - the smaller the distance, the higher the relevance. We
chose the relevance scores in the interval [1, 15], where 15
is the score for the most relevant painting. Next, we used re-
ranked lists to train the LTR model using the LambdaMART
algorithm and verified how well this model reproduced re-
ranking Fig. 3.

In our work, we used ResNet50 for feature extraction of
the paintings and Approximate Nearest Neighbour Oh Yeah
(ANNOY) 3 algorithm for searching similar paintings. Pre-
viously, the ResNet50 was fine-tuned for genre classifica-
tion, the length of the feature vector is 512. Fig. 4 illustrates
the proposed pipeline. First, for query painting q the fea-
ture vector is calculated using a pre-trained ResNet50 DNN
model. Then, N = 15 paintings which are the most similar
to the query painting are selected using ANNOY algorithm.
Next, using the pre-trained LTR model, the list of similar
paintings is re-ranked based on the learned simulated ex-
pert’s re-ranking.

3.2. Simulated interactions

The first tested simulation criterion was palette similar-
ity. For the extraction of colours from the art paintings we
used the ExtColors4 tool which groups colours based on
visual similarities using the CIE76 formula, and for each
colour in the palette presented in RGB format the propor-
tion of this colour is calculated. Distances between palettes
were calculated by using the minimum colour difference
model proposed by Qianqian and Stephen [22]. Addition-
ally, we made a correction based on the proportion of each
colour in the compared palettes. For each query painting,
we retrieved N = 15 most similar paintings using the art

3https://github.com/spotify/annoy
4https://github.com/CairX/extract-colors-py
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Figure 3. Using of trained LTR model for re-ranking the list of
chosen paintings according to the expert’s criterion.

retrieval tool, then re-ranked this list according to the dis-
tances between palettes. Fig. 5 illustrates calculated palettes
and distance between them.

We also tested the simulated criterion which allows to re-
rank paintings based on the objects drawn in the paintings.
The re-ranking simulation was made in the same way as for
the palettes. First, we retrieved N = 15 most similar paint-
ings for the query painting, then we defined objects painted
in the query painting and each retrieved similar paintings
using annotated data from the dataset. Then, we calcu-
lated the distances between the query painting and similar
paintings considering which objects each pair query-similar
painting has in common.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

For the first simulated criterion we used the WikiArt
dataset, which is one of the largest online collections of
digitized paintings available. The dataset covers the peri-
ods between the 15th and 20th centuries. WikiArt contains
81,444 paintings and integrates metadata including 27 dif-
ferent styles (Romanticism, Baroque, Impressionism, etc.),
10 painting genres (landscape, portrait, still life, etc.) and
artist names.

The WikiArt dataset was used as the base for the sim-
ulated re-ranking criterion for the palette similarity. We
randomly chose 2000 paintings as the query paintings from
the WikiArt dataset (the number of queries was chosen em-
pirically), for each selected painting we retrieved N = 15
similar paintings using the ResNet50 model and ANNOY
nearest-neighbours search algorithm. Then for the query
and similar paintings, we calculated palettes of 20 colours
and re-ranked the list of similar paintings based on the
palettes similarity as described in Section 3.2.

For the second simulation of re-ranking, we used the
DeArt dataset: Dataset of European Art proposed by
Reshetnikov et al. [25]. This dataset contains more than
15000 images of paintings between the XIIth and the

XVIIIth centuries. Images are manually annotated with
bounding boxes identifying 69 classes, more than 50 classes
are specific to cultural heritage, among them are classes
which reflect imaginary beings, symbolic entities and other
categories related to art. This dataset also contains 12 pos-
sible poses for boxes identifying human-like objects. We
used this dataset only for the simulation of re-ranking the
paintings according to their similarity based on the objects
drawn on the paintings. So, in this work, we didn’t use pose
detection and we were not interested in the coordinates of
detected objects.

4.2. Training setup used

We used LightGBM implementation of the Lamb-
daMART algorithm, the hyperparameters were fine-tuned
using the Optuna framework [1]. For using the Lamb-
daMART algorithm in LightGBM a parameter ’objective’ is
defined as ’lambdarank’, and LambdaMART is the boosted
tree version of LambdaRank, a parameter ’boosting type’ is
defined as ’gbdt’. As optimization metric we chose NDCG.

According to the official documentation of LightGBM,
we chose the set of parameters which was fine-tuned:

• ‘n estimators’ parameter controls the number of boost-
ing rounds that will be performed, for LambdaMART
this parameter could be considered as the number of
trees, more trees are used, more stable is the predic-
tion, but the too big value of this parameter may cause
the overfitting. For this parameter, we chose a possible
range between 200 and 500.

• ‘learning rate’ parameter controls how much each tree
contributes to the final prediction. The chosen possible
range was between 0.001 and 0.1.

• ‘num leaves’ parameter controls the complexity of the
tree model. The range was between 2 and 128.

• ‘max depth’ parameter is used to limit the tree depth
explicitly. We used the range between 1 and 7.

• ‘min data in leaf’ parameter defines the minimum of
data points that must be present in a leaf and could
be used to prevent over-fitting in a leaf-wise tree. The
possible range was between 1 and 50.

The set of parameters which gave us a maximal NDCG
(0.8852) score on the colour palette test data is: ‘number
of estimators’: 368, ’learning rate’: 0.0194, ’num leaves’:
103, ’max depth’: 7, ’min data in leaf’: 6.

The set of parameters which gave us a maximal NDCG
(0.9552) score on the objects found on the paintings data
is: ‘number of estimators’: 324, ’learning rate’: 0.0593,
’num leaves’: 56, ’max depth’: 7, ’min data in leaf’: 22.
We used 20% of re-ranked query paintings for the test set

https://www.wikiart.org
https://lightgbm.readthedocs.io


Figure 4. Proposed pipeline to re-rank retrieved similar paintings according to specific criterion, q — query painting, s1, s2, . . . , sN — N
retrieved similar paintings, r1, r2, . . . , rN — relevance scores of re-ranked similar paintings.

Figure 5. Colour palettes for the query painting (a) and retrieved
similar painting (b), here, distance between palettes is 0.89.

and from the rest 80% of re-ranked queries we used 20%
for the validation set and all other re-rankings for the train
set.

4.3. Results

We evaluated the proposed approach using two simu-
lated re-ranking approaches. The first one uses palette sim-
ilarity, and the second one the similarity which is based on
the objects drawn in the paintings. We repeated each of
these two experiments 5 times with random splitting of the
dataset on train, test, and validation sets. The performance
is evaluated by NDCG measure for relevance scores ranging
from 1 to 15, where the relevance score 15 signifies that the
painting is the most similar to the query painting accord-
ing to the expert’s re-ranking. The NDCG let us compare
the relevance of the paintings retrieved by a search engine
(the model based on the ResNet50 network and ANNOY)
to the relevance of the painting that would be proposed by
an expert (simulated expert criterion in our case).

To illustrate received results, for each painting from the

Figure 6. NDCG measure for the initial ranking received by DNN
model and ANNOY algorithm (ANNOY in green), random re-
ranking (Random in red) and learned re-ranking based on the
palette similarity (LambdaMART in blue)

test dataset, we re-ranked the list of retrieved similar paint-
ings using the trained LambdaMART model and calculated
the value of the NDCG measure. Then, compared these val-
ues of NDCG measure with the calculated values of NDCG
for the initially retrieved lists of similar paintings obtained
using the ResNet50 and ANNOY algorithm (ANNOY). For
comparison purposes, we also included the NDCG mea-
sures calculated for each painting from the test dataset with
a randomly generated re-ranking of the similar paintings
(Random). The results of the comparison are shown in
Fig. 6. NDCG measure for the initial ranking obtained by
the DNN model and the ANNOY algorithm (ANNOY) is in
green, random re-ranking (Random) is in red, and learned



Figure 7. a) initial ranking received by ResNet50 model and ANNOY algorithm; b) paintings re-ranked by learned LambdaMART model.
Paintings are ordered according to their relevance scores from the most relevant on the left to the less relevant on the right.

Figure 8. NDCG measure for the initial ranking obtained by the
DNN model and the ANNOY algorithm (ANNOY in green), ran-
dom re-ranking (Random in red) and learned re-ranking based
on the type of drawn objects on the paintings similarity (Lamb-
daMART in blue).

re-ranking (LambdaMART) is in blue. The results of the
first experiment are introduced in Table 1. First, we cal-
culated NDCG@n values for all re-rankings in test dataset,
next, averaged it by the quantity of re-rankings. Then, we
averaged these NDCG@n values for all of 5 experiments.
For all values of n trained LambdaMART model lets better
reproduce learned re-ranking by simulated criterion.

Fig. 7 illustrates the example of comparison of ground
truth ranking based on the palette similarity with an initial
list of similar paintings retrieved by the combination of the
ResNet50 model and ANNOY and the list of similar paint-
ings re-ranked by the learned LambdaMART model. It’s
worth mentioning, that we calculated the palette similarity
only for the simulation of experts’ interaction with the re-
trieved list of similar paintings, and only for creating the
dataset which was used for the training LTR model. The
value of the NDCG measure received for the LamdaMART
model equals 0.9584, and for the initial list equals 0.8974.

For the second series of experiments, we used simu-
lated re-ranking based on the objects drawn in the painting

Ranking NDCG@15 NDCG@5 NDCG@1
ANNOY 0.8377 0.6213 0.5694
LambdaMART 0.8848 0.727 0.6899
Random 0.8328 0.5975 0.5428

Table 1. Comparison of NDCG measure for the initial ranking
(ANNOY), random re-ranking (Random) and learned re-ranking
based on the objects drawn on the paintings similarity (Lamb-
daMART)

similarity. We did the comparison for this criterion in the
same way as for the first simulation. In Fig. 8 we com-
pared the calculated values of NDCG for the original re-
trieved list (ANNOY in green), for the list of paintings with
the randomly chosen re-ranking (Random in red) and for
the re-ranking made by using a trained LTR model (Lamb-
daMART in blue). The calculated NDCG@n values are in-
troduced in Table 2. In this case, the difference between
original ranking and learned re-ranking is even more im-
portant than for the previous case. A possible explanation
is that colour palettes similarity is a low-level criterion, that
might already be captured in the latent space of ResNet50,
whereas, object similarity involves a higher-level (semantic)
interpretation of the painting, more difficult to learn with
convolution layer only. Anyway, these two series of exper-
iments let us conclude that there is a possibility to learn the
ranking which can be made by an art history specialist or
another user for improving the list of retrieved paintings ac-
cording to this specific learned criterion.

It is worth mentioning, that during data collection for
training, all art history specialists must use the same crite-
rion for re-ranking. For different criteria, LTR models must
be trained separately for each criterion. A dataset of 2000
query paintings was used to train the LTR model for the
palette similarity criterion. This implies that if data were
collected from a group of 20 art history specialists, each
specialist would need to provide re-ranking for 100 query
paintings. With a smaller number of available experts, the
dataset size could be reduced, but this would subsequently
lead to a reduction in the NDCG measure as well. In the



Ranking NDCG@15 NDCG@5 NDCG@1
ANNOY 0.8473 0.634 0.5941
LambdaMART 0.9552 0.893 0.8677
Random 0.8397 0.6182 0.5642

Table 2. Comparison of NDCG measure for the initial ranking
(ANNOY), random re-ranking (Random) and learned re-ranking
based on the type of drawn objects on the paintings similarity
(LambdaMART)

case of palette similarity, the average NDCG measure for 5
experiments decreased from 0.8865 to 0.865 for 2000 and
400 query paintings respectively.

5. Conclusions and Perspectives

We have proposed an approach to enhance the perfor-
mance of content-based image retrieval based on a simu-
lated specific criterion. Our experimental results demon-
strate the potential of the proposed approach to improve the
retrieved results obtained by the DNN model according to
specific criteria.

The next step involves validating the effectiveness of the
proposed approach not only on simulated re-rankings but
also on real users’ requirements using one or more crite-
ria. To achieve this, we are developing a web application
for collecting specialists’ re-rankings considering art his-
tory criteria on the proposed similar paintings’ relevance
scores for each query painting. Subsequently, we will train
a LambdaMART model to recreate the art history special-
ists’ re-rankings for unknown query paintings. Over time,
we expect the proposed approach to enable the refinement
of metrics employed in searching for similarities between
paintings. This will allow us to create a tool that incorpo-
rates search criteria from art history specialists, making it
accessible to the general public.
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